About Peter Hosek

Peter Hosek was born in Vienna and after completing his studies in music was appointed to the Orchester des Stadsteater Baden (90-91) and then managed the Ensemble 20 Jahrhundert (92-93). In 1993 he completed his diploma at the Hochschule fuer Musik und Darstellende Kunst Wien following which he founded the company Image Hosek & Petrovic OEG in partnership (94-2012). At the same time, he founded Image Performing Arts Promotion GmbH which produced over 6.000 concerts in the last 20 years. From 2012, he founded and managed the Kammeroper Schoenbrunn in co-operation with the Universitaet fuer Musik und Darstellende Kunst Wien and a year later the blueapp software GmbH. From 2015 he also launched PH International Music and Great Entertainment GmbH and AEP Arts and Entertainment GmbH and earlier this year, WKE Konzert & EventveranstaltungengmbH.